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MEINEM VATER ZUM GEDkHTNIS 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper all rings are commutative. If A is a reduced ring with only 
finitely many minimal prime ideals, then in order to get some insight into 
the structure of FA for some functor F, form the normalization A (the 
integral closure of A in its full ring of fractions), compute F,& and then 
study the map FA + FA. But there is a canonical ring +A between A and 
2, the seminormalization of A. The extension A c + A now is subintegral 
and the biggest one within the class of reduced rings. 
So there is some use in studying subintegral extensions and the 
behaviour of some K-theoretical functors under such extensions. I easily 
obtained several results on this object, mostly using the method of [Mi, 
Section 21. 
Namely a subintegral extension A c B induces epimorphisms FA + FB 
for F= Pit, K,, NPic, NK, and SK,, and the kernels of K,,A + K. B and 
Pit A + Pit B coincide, the same holding for NK,, and NPic. (Recall 
M’(A) := Ker[F(A[T])+ F(A)].) Also I get unstable versions. If in 
addition A is noetherian and B finite over A, isomorphisms G,B --, G,A for 
i= 0,l and Ch,B + C&A (Chow groups) are induced. 
There is an order preserving imbedding of the set of rings C between A 
and B into the set of subgroups of NPic A by C H Ker[NPic A + 
NPic C], which commutes with the forming of intersections. The same 
holds for Pit if the unit groups WA and UB coincide. There are further 
results in special cases, and also results on the structure of subintegral 
extensions. 
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1. SUBINTEGRAL EXTENSIONS 
First we recall the main definitions and properties. The reader may 
consult [SW,, Sections 2-41 for the details. 
DEFINITION. An extension A c B of rings is called subintegral if (1) it is 
integral, (2) the induced map Spec B -+ Spec A is bijective, and (3) the 
induced field extensions A&A, c B8/‘@B, are trivial. An extension of the 
form AC A[x] with x2, x3 E A is subintegral. It is called elementarily 
subintegral. A c B is subintegral iff B is the filtered union of subrings which 
can be obtained from A by a finite number of elementary subintegral 
extensions. 
If A is reduced there is a maximal subintegral reduced extension + A, its 
seminormalization. Every ring homomorphism A -+ B where B is semi- 
normal, i.e., B = +(Bred), extends uniquely to +A. So A H +A is a functor 
on the category of reduced rings and arbitrary homomorphisms. If A is 
reduced and has only finitely many minimal prime ideals, then +A is 
contained in A, the integral closure of A in its total ring of fractions. 
Fundamental remarks. Let c be the conductor of an elementary sub- 
integral extension A c B = A[x] with x2, x3 E A, x # A. Then B/c = A/c 0 
(Ax + c)/c = A/c @ (A/c) .Z, where X is the residue class of x modulo c. 
Namely the equality A n (Ax + c) = c is immediately verified; also X2 = 0 
and Ann, X=Ann(B/A)= c. So B/c is isomorphic to the “ring of dual 
numbers” over A/c. Hence U(B/c)/U(A/ c is isomorphic to B/A, the factor ) 
group of additive groups. 
Further for a noetherian B/c-module N there is an exact sequence 
0 + xN + N -+ N/xN + 0, where xN as well as N/xN are annihilated by x. 
So if N’ is defined to be the B/c-module which coincides with N as an 
A/c-module, but on which x operates as zero, then the classes of N and N’ 
in G,(B/c), hence in GOB, are the same. So two noetherian B-modules, 
which are annihilated by c and isomorphic as A-modules, define the same 
element of G,,B. 
DEFINITION. Let a be an ideal of a ring A, M an A-module. An element 
XE M is called an a-torsion element if cPx= 0 for some m E N. If every 
x E M is a-torsion, then M is called an a-torsion module. 
LEMMA 1. Let A c B be a subintegral ring extension, a a finitely 
generated ideal of A. If every X = x + A E B/A with x2, x3 E A is a-torsion, 
then BfA is a-torsion. 
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Proof. (Essentially the same as the proof of [IQ, Proposition lo].) 
Surely we may assume there is a finite chain A = A, c A i c e.. c A, = B of 
rings and X~EB with Ai=Ai-l[xi], x?,.$~A~-i. By induction on n we 
may further assume A,- 1/A is a-torsion. Let a,, . . . . a, generate a. From 
xt, xi E A,_, we get a;(bx,,)* a;(bx,J3 E A for some r and every i and every 
bEA,-,. Hence (u;bx,)*, (ufb~“)~ E A. By hypothesis u;(u;bx,) E A. So 
B/A = (A, _ 1 + A,, _, x,)/A is a-torsion. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A c B be a subintegral ring extension with A 
noetheriun and p E Ass,(B/A). Then there is an x E B with x2, x3 E A, such 
that p is the conductor of A c A[x]. 
ProojI Choose y E B such that p = Ann(A + Ay/A). Then p’y’ c A for all 
i. So, since y is integral over A, there is an n with p”A[y] c A. Hence p is 
the (unique) minimal element of the set Ass,(A[y]/A), which is finite and 
contained in Ass,(B/A). Let b be the product of all qeA~s~(A[y]/A)- 
{p}. Clearly p contains no power of 6. So A[y]/A is no b-torsion module, 
whence by Lemma 1 there is a z E A [ y] with z2, z3 E A and b”z $ A for all 
m. Therefore Ass(A[z]/A) which is contained in Ass(A[y]/A) must have 
other elements than that of Ass(A[y]/A)- {p}; i.e., p~Ass(A[z]/A). So 
there is an element uz + A E A[z]/A with p = Ann((A + Auz)/A). 
LEMMA 3. Let A c B be an extension of noetheriun rings and M u 
B-module. Then Ass, M = { ‘$3 n A 1 ‘p E Ass, M}. (So in the case of a sub- 
integral extension Ass, M = Ass, M, if one identifies Spec A with Spec B.) 
Proof. If VEASS~M, A/An$JcB/!j3cM so Anp,AssAM. If 
pcAssA M, write p =Ann, x and deline b := Ann,x. Since b n A=p, 
there are prime ideals of B containing b and avoiding A - p. Let $3 be 
minimal among them. Then ‘$J E Ass, Bx c Ass, M and ‘!$I n A = p. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let A c B be a finite subintegral extension of noetheriun 
rings, A’ u ring in between, and @c Ass,(B/A’). Then there is a ring C 
between A’ and B such that Ass,(B/C)= @ and Ass,(C/A’)= 
Ass,( B/A’) - @. 
Proof. Proposition 2 and Lemma 3 allow us to use the same proof as 
that of [Bo, IV, Section 1, Proposition 43. Namely let C be a maximal ring 
between A’ and B such that Ass(C/A’) c Ass(B/A’) - @. It is enough to 
show Ass(B/C) c @. Let p he an element of Ass(B/C) and let Fp E Spec C lie 
over p. Then by Lemma 3 we have ‘p E Ass&B/C) and by Proposition 2 
there is an x E B with x2, x3 E C and (‘$3) = Ass,(C + Cx/C), hence 
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{p} = Ass,(C + Cx/C). By the maximality condition on C we have 
that Ass(C + &/A’) is strictly bigger than Ass(C/A’) and not contained 
in Ass(B/A’) - @. On the other hand Ass(C+ Cx/A’) c Ass(B/A’) n 
(Ass(C/A’) up). So p E @. 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of the proposition A’ is a finite inter- 
section of subrings of B which, regarded as A-submodules of B, are primary. 
Proof: [Bo, IV, 2 Thtoreme 11. 
2. K-FUNCTORS 
PROPOSITION 5. Let A c B be a finite subintegral extension of noetherian 
rings. Then every finitely generated A-module has a composition series (i.e., 
finite filtration) whose factors have also a B-module structure (extending the 
given A-module structure). Further the induced maps ri: G,B + GiA for 
i = 0, 1 are isomorphisms. (For the definition of Gi see [Ba, VIII, 1; IX. 21.) 
Proof: We may assume B = A[x] with x2, x3 E A; let c be the con- 
ductor. 
(a) A finitely generated A-module M has a composition series whose 
factors are of the form A/p with p E Spec A. Let Q E Spec B lie over p and 
define A’ : = Alp, B’ : = B/5& x’ the class of x modulo ‘$3, c’ the conductor 
of A’ c B’, Then c’ is a B’- hence a B-module and A’/c’ N B’/(c’ + B’x’) is a 
B-module, too. This proves the first assertion. (This implies already the 
surjectivity of ro.) 
(b) We construct an inverse so of r. as follows. For every A-module M 
the (canonical) exact sequence 0 -+ c +A + A/c +O induces the exact 
sequence of A-modules 
O-,Tor:(A/c,M)-+cQ,M-,M-,M/cM+O. 
Now c is an A-B-double-module, and the same holds for A/c, since 
A/c N B/(c + Bx). So c @I A M as well as Torf(A/c, M) and M/CM = 
(A/c) @,, M have canonical B-module structures. Therefore to every finitely 
generated A-module M we assign the class s(M) : = [M/CM] + 
[c @A M] - [Tor:(A/c, M)] in GOB. If for every short exact sequence 
0 + M’ + M + M” --, 0 of A-modules we have s(M) = s(M’) + s(M”), then 
s induces a homomorphism sO: G0A -+ GoB. 
But such an exact sequence gives us the following commutative diagram 
(*) of A-modules with exact rows and columns 
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0 + Tor:(A/c, 44) -F Torf(c, M) -+ 0 
I I 
0 + Tor;l(A/c, M”) +Torf(c, M”) + 0 
I I I 
0 + Torf(A/c, M’) + c ~~ 44’ + M’ + M’/CW + o 
OL 
I 8l I ?I 
O+ Torf(A/c, M) + cQ,M +M+ M/CM +o 
OL’ 
I 8.1 I I’I 
0 + Torf(A/c, M”) + c 0, M” + M” -+ M”/CM” + 0 
I I I 
0 0 0 
Now, a, a’, /I, fl’, y, and y’ are B-linear, too. Further the B-modules ker CI 
and ker fi are isomorphic over A and annihilated by c. So according to one 
of the fundamental remarks in Section 1 they define the same element in 
G,,B. On the other hand coker a’ and ker y are even isomorphic as 
B-modules. From the diagram and these considerations we get in G,,B the 
following identities: 
s(M) = [M/CM] + [c QM] - [Tor:(A/c, M)] 
= [W/CM”] + [W/CM’] - [Ker JJ] + [COW’] + [COW] 
- [Ker /I] - [Tor<(A/c, M”)] - [Torf(A/c, M’)] 
+ [coker cl’] + [ker LX] 
= [W/CM”] + [W/CM’] + [c Q M”] + [c Q M’] 
- [Tor;4(A/c, M”)] - [Tor;4(A/c, M’)] 
= s(W) + s(M”). 
Now one verifies easily that r0 0 s0 = id,,. But the proof, that 
s0 0 r0 = id,,, is more complicated. Let N be a B-module. Then each of the 
A-modules A/c @A N= N/cN, Torf(A/c, N), c @)A N has two B-module 
structures, the first induced by the B-module structure of N, the second 
induced by the B-module structures of A/c resp. c. Now the maps in the 
exact sequence 
O+Tor;4(A/c,N)-,c@.N+N+N/cN+O 
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are B-linear with respect to the first B-module structures. But by the 
definition of s0 we have s,or,[N] = [N/cN] + [c aA N] - [Torf(A/c, N)], 
where N/cN, c Oa N, Torf(A/c, N) are equipped with their second 
B-module structures. We have to show that the two B-module structures 
on each of these three modules define the same element of G,B. By the 
fundamental remarks this is clear for N/cN and Torf(A/c, N), since they are 
annihilated by c. Concerning c Oa N, note that the B-module structures on 
c and N lead to the same B-module structure on c OeN and that the 
canonical surjective map cp : c OA N -+ c Be N is B-linear with respect to 
both B-module structures on c QA N. Now c. ker cp = 0; namely ker cp is 
generated by all ab@x-aQbx with aEc, bEB, XEN, and for CEC we 
have c(ab@x) = a(cb)@ x = a@ (cb)x = c(a@ bx), since cb E c c A. So the 
two B-module structures which ker cp inherits from the two B-module 
structures on c aa N define the same element of Go B. This implies that 
also the two B-module structures on c Oa N define the same element 
[ker cp] + [c Og N] of GOB. 
(c) We prove the bijectivity of ri: G, B + G, A in an analogous way. 
Namely, if M is a finitely generated A-module and f an automorphism of 
M, define 
in G1 B. Here f. always denotes the induced automorphism, which clearly 
is B-linear. From (fog), = f* 0 g, we get s’(M, fg) = s’(M, f) + s’(M, g). 
Note that a pair (M, f) as above can be interpreted as an A[ T, T- ‘I- 
module which is finitely generated over A. Now A[ T, T-l] c B[ T, T- ‘1 is 
elementarily subintegral as well with conductor c[ T, T- ‘1. For A-modules 
F and ACT, T-‘]-modules M one has an ACT, T-‘]-module isomorphism 
FOa A[T, T-l] 0 aCT, r-l1 M + F Oa M. From that one derives, using the 
flatness of A [T, T ‘1 over A, the natural A [T, T - ‘]-module isomorphisms 
TorA[T’T-‘](c[T,T~1],M)NTorg(c,M)andTor”[~*-’1((A/c)[T, T-‘],M) 
N T’or:(A/c, M). Therefore one can apply the same method as under (b) to 
show that s’ defines a homomorphism si: GIA + G,B, and that s1 is 
inverse to r, . 
Remark. First I tried to define s0 by M + [M/CM] + [CM], believing 
that CM would have an obvious B-module structure. But the referee 
showed that an operation of B on CM is not well-defined by b(cm) = (bc)m. 
His example is: A = k[x*, x3], B = k[x], M = A/Ax*, c = x2 E c, b = x E B, 
i = (1 mod AX*) E M. Then c . i = 0, but (bc) i # 0, since x3 $ AX*. 
PROPOSITION 6. A finite subintegral extension of noethering rings A c B 
induces an isomorphism of Chow-groups Ch,( B) + Ch,( A). 
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Proof: The surjectivity is trivial. If p is a prime ideal of A and ‘$3 that of 
B which lies over p, then A/p and B/‘$ have the same function ( =quotient) 
field F. It is enough to show that r E F has the “same” divisor with respect 
to A/p and B/(Q, after identifying the spectra. For that we may assume we 
have a subintegral extension of local one-dimensional noetherian domains, 
again called A c B; and for fe A - (0) we have to show l,(A/Af) = 
1 .WBf). 
This can be proven directly, assuming that the conductor is the maximal 
ideal of A. Or it can be derived from [Fu, Lemma A, 31 setting M = B and 
cp the multiplication with f and using 1, = 1,. 
Let 
A-B 
(*I 
A’- B’ 
be a Cartesian square of rings. For every functor F: (commutative rings} + 
{sets) there is a canonical map cp: FA + FB x FB’ FA’ by the universal 
property of the pull back. In this paper let us call F halfexact, if cp is surjec- 
tive for every Cartesian square (*) with surjective g. In the case where F 
maps into the category of abelian groups this means that the Milnor- 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence FA + FB@ FA’ + FB’ is exact. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let the functor F have the following properties: 
(a) F lint = l&t F (for filtered limits); 
(b) FA + F(A[e]) is surjectiue, where A[&] is the ring of dual num- 
bers over A; 
(c) F is halfexact. 
Then for any subintegral extension A c B the induced map FA + FB is 
surjective. 
Proof Reduce to the case of an elementary subintegral extension, 
where the proposition is trivial. 
EXAMPLES. F= K,, Pit, NK,, NPic. But also F = SLJE,, F = SK, = 
l&r, SLJE,, and F= P, where P(A) is the monoid of isomorphism classes 
of finitely generated projective A-modules. 
The fact that F= SLJE,, fullils conditions (b) and (c) is well known and 
can easily be proven. Condition (c) for F = P follows from [MI, Theorem 
2.11. 
Remarks. (a) The case F= NPic of the proposition answers positively 
the question posed after the end of the proof of proposition 14 in [IsJ. 
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(b) The case F=SK, implies Lemma 13.1 of [Kr]. 
(c) According to [Kr, Proposition 12.11 for most fields k we have 
SK,(k[ T*, T3] # 0 whereas SK,(k[ T]) = 0. Hence the subintegral exten- 
sion k[ T*, T3] c k[ T] induces no isomorphism for SK,. 
A nontrivial subintegral extension never induces an isomorphism 
NPic A + NPic B or NK,A -+ NK,B. See Proposition 9. For Pit, K, see 
Proposition 9’. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let A c B be subintegral and P a finitely generated 
projective A-Module, such that det P N A and PQ B N B” as a B-module. 
Then P is free over A. (det P = A”P, ij” P has constant rank n, as it is in our 
case. ) 
Proof. We may assume that A c B is elementarily subintegral with con- 
ductor c. Fix an isomorphism a: det P + A and find an isomorphism 
/I: P @ B + B” such that det /3 = a @ B. To arrange this we may replace one 
canonical base element e r of B” by ue, with a u E UB. Consider the conduc- 
tor square 
A f,B 
gl 
I ,I 
82 
A/c +/’ WC P 
where p is the augmentation of the algebra of dual numbers B/c over A/c. 
We have pof’=id,,,, hence g, = p og, of: The isomorphism j? 6 B/c 
induces an A/c-isomorphism /?‘: P @ A/c + (A/c)“. From g, = p og, of 
we get det /?’ = a @I A/c, hence det(jII OB B/c) = det(/?’ OAlc B/c). So 
o=Bl’Q.‘,c B/c) 0 (/? BB B/c) -r E SL,( B/c). Further G is mapped to 
1, E GL,(A/c) by “p.” But p is the reduction by an ideal of square zero, so 
c~ EE,,( B/c). Hence there is a lift r of cr in E,(B). Therefore we get a com- 
mutative diagram 
PQB 
(A/c)” - WC )” 
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where y = /I’ @A,c B/c = e 0 (fi BB B/c). The inclined arrows are isomor- 
phisms, the perpendicular ones induced by g,, the horizontal ones by f’. 
This implies P N A”. 
COROLLARY 1. For a subintegral extension A c B the determinal map 
induces an isomorphism from Ker [ K,, A + K, B] on to Ker [ Pit A + Pit B]. 
The same holds for NK,, NPic. 
Remarks. (a) This corollary can be easily proved by a diagram 
inspection, if one uses the fact that SK,(AJc) + SK,(BJc) is bijective for an 
elementary subintegral extension A c B with conductor c. Indeed first I 
found the corollary, then R. Rao told me a proof of the proposition. 
(b) At this point, I cannot prove the following conjecture: “A c B 
subintegral, P, P’ finitely generated projective A-modules with 
detP-detP’, P@B=P’@B;then PNP’.” 
(Perhaps one needs the compatibility of the two isomorphisms 
det P --+ det P’, P @ B + P’ @ B as an additional hypothesis. Remember that 
there are nontrivial examples of finitely generated projective R-modules Q 
with nonsurjective det: Aut Q --f UR [Oj, Section 4, ex. 21.) 
COROLLARY 2. There is a natural injective group homomorphism 
NPic --t NK,,, which splits the determinantal map NK, + NPic. 
Proof Consider the seminormalization functor A H + (A,,,). We know 
that NPic +(Ared) =0 [SW,]. So NPic A = Ker[NPic A -+ NPic+(A,,,)] 
td Ker[NK,A + NK, + (A,,,)] c NK, A, and d, given by det, is an 
isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 3. NPic A = Ker [ NK, A + NK,, + (A rcd)] is canonically a 
module over the ring of Witt vectors over A (cf. [St, We,]). 
For any functor F: {rings} --) {abelian groups} and any ring extension 
A c B one has a function @,: {rings between A and B} + (subgroups of 
FA }, defined by C H Ker[FA + FC]. Obviously QF is order preserving 
and for a family (CJ of rings between A and B we have @iF(n CJ c 
n @F(Ci) and @pF(n CJ =I C @F(Ci). (Here n Ci denotes the ring generated 
by (J C,.) We shall prove that DF is injective and commutes with intersec- 
tions in special cases. This answers positively the question at the end of 13 
in [IsJ. 
~OPOSITION 9. In the considered situation, let B be reduced, C, C’ be 
rings between A and B, the extension A c c’ be subintegral, and Q, = QNPic. 
Zf @(C’) c @i(C), then C’ c C. 
481112112-6 
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Proof: We may assume A = Cn C’. If C’ $ C there would be an 
x E C’ - C with x2, x3 E A. It is enough to show that then 
Ker[NPic A -+ NPic(A[x])] g Ker[NPic A + NPic C]. 
Consider the conductors c of A c A[x], and b of Cc C[x]. Then x2 E c, 
but the residue class of x mod c is not in A/c and also x2 E b but the residue 
class of x mod b is not in C/b. 
From the canonical morphism of conductor squares 
A - A[x] c - C[x] 
I I-I I 
A/c - A[x]/c cp - C[x]/b 
we obtain a commutative diagram with exact lines (remark that 
NU(A[x]) = NU(C[x]) = 0, since C= Cred): 
NU(A/c) P, NU(A[x]/c) “I NPic A *II, NPic A[x] 8 NPic A/c 
If 
NU(C;x,,b) -% NPic C 4 NPic C[x] k, NPic C/b 
The element 1 + XTE B[ T] represents elements 5 E NU(A[x]/c) and 
q E NU(C[x]/b) with g(r) = q further a’(r) E Ker LX” c Ker[NPic A + 
NPic A[x]], and 5 $ Im a, q .$ Im /3. If we had Ker[NPic A + 
NPic A[x]] c Ker[NPic A 4 NPic C], we also would have /Y(q) = 0, 
hence q E Im p, a contradiction. 
Remark. Proposition 9 does not hold for Qppic. Consider, e.g., local A. 
But we have: 
PROPOSITION 9’. If in addition to the assumptions of Proposition 9 we 
have UA = UB, this proposition holds for Epic, too. 
ProoJ: We use the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 9 and 
get 
U(A[x])O U(A/c) --% U(A[x]/c) 2 Pit A + ... 
I I I 
U(C[x])OU(C/b)A U(C[x]/b)LPicC+ . . . 
Instead of 1 + XT we use the element 1 +x, which represents units r in 
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A[x]/c and q in C[x]/b. It only remains to show, that 5 is not in the 
image of a and q is not in the image of /I. But, e.g., 5 rf Im[U(A/c) + 
U(A[x]/c)], and since U(A[x]) = UA by hypothesis, the canonical map 
U(A[x]) + U(A[x]/c) factors over U(A/c), so Im a c Im U(A/c) + 
U(A[x]/c), hence 4 I# Im a. 
COROLLARY 4. Let A c B be subintegral, B reduced, and either 
(a) @ = GNPic or 
(b) UA = UB and @ = @ric. 
Then @ is injective. 
COROLLARY 5. Preserve the hypotheses of Corollary 4 and let (Ci) be a 
family of rings between A and B. Then n Ci is the smallest ring D such that 
@D 3 C @( Ci). 
PROPOSITION 10. Let A c B be an extension of reduced rings, and sup- 
pose that either 
(a) @ = ~NPic or 
(b) UA = UB and ~ = epic. 
Then @ commutes with intersections. 
Proof Let (CJ be a family of rings between A and B and A’ : = 0 Ct. 
We only have to show n @(Ci) c @(A’), i.e., that t E NPic A’ (resp. Pit A’) 
which becomes zero in every NPic Ci (resp. Pit Ci) is already zero. First we 
handle the case @ = QjNPic. Consider NPic R as ker[Pic R[ T] --, Pit R]. 
Let 5 be represented by a projective A’[T]-module P of rank 1. Choose a 
generator e, over C,[T] in every P Oa, Ci 1: Ci[ T]. We may regard 
P~,.CicPO,.BespeciallyeiEPQ,,BandwehaveP~~,B=B[~ei 
for all i. For some fixed i,, there are ui E U(B[ T]) with uie, = ei. So there is 
an A’[ T]-module isomorphism B[ T] + P @)A, B, 1 H e,, which maps 
Ci[ T] ui isomorphically to P @ A, Ci, hence n Ci[ T-J ui isomorphically to 
(-) (P@,.Ci)=P. (R emember that tensorizing with a projective module 
commutes with arbitrary intersections.) Now U,E UB, since by hypothesis B 
is reduced. So we can form the A’-module Q : = n CiUi. From the above 
computation we get Q @‘A, A’[T] N P. Hence Q is projective of rank 1 and 
we see that [P] E Im[Pic A’ + Pit A’[T]) so c = 0 in NPic A’. In the case 
@ = apic we get with analogous notations an isomorphism fJ Ciui N P with 
ui N UB. But since UA = UB we have C,u, = Ci, hence P ‘v n Ci = A’. 
Remark. There are lots of examples of subintegral extensions A c B 
with UA = UB. For example (a) B = R[ T,, . . . . T,,], and A = R[H], where 
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H is a monoid formed by products of the Ti, such that Ty E H for almost 
all m. (b) A = Z[Z”fi], B = Z[2 ,/-1-J. 
Define now NPic A := ker qA, where qA is induced by the A-algebra- 
homomorphism A [T] --) A defined by TH 0. Then one gets a natural 
homomorphism NPic -+ Pit by NPic A c Pit A [ T] -+ $A Pit A, where +A is 
induced by ACT] -+ A, Tt+ 1. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let A c B be subintegral. Then the above defined 
functor homomorphism NPic + Pit induces an epimorphism ker[NPic A -+ 
NPic B] + ker[Pic A + Pit B]. 
Proof We can assume A c B elementarily subintegral, further B 
reduced, so that NUB = 0. Then one has a commutative diagram with exact 
rows 
UB@ UA/c 6 U(B/c) A Pit A -% Pit B 
I f I I I 
NU(A/c) -% NU(B/c) 2 NPic A --% NPic B 
Now NU(B/c) contains the subgroup 1 + (A/c) 2. T. This is mapped by f 
surjectively onto 1 + (A/c)% (and by u’ injectively into the Ker a). On the 
other hand 1 + (A/c)Z is mapped surjectively onto Ker /I. 
COROLLARY. The image of the above defined map NPic A + Pit A is 
ker[Pic A + Pit +A]. 
3. SPECIAL CASES 
In Real Algebraic Geometry one sometimes is interested in rings A with 
the property that for every maximal ideal m the field A/m is formally real. 
We call such a ring an RRF-ring (“Real Residue Fields”). 
PROPOSITION 12. If A is an RRF-ring and A c B subintegral, then (of 
course B is an RRF-ring and) the induced map Pit A -t Pit B is an 
isomorphism. 
We need 
LEMMA 13. Let A be a ring, S a multiplicative subset consisting of 
A-regular elements and a an ideal, invertible with respect to S, which is 
generated by r elements a,, ..,, a,. If there exists a form f E ACT,, . . . . T,] of 
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degree d, such that for every maximal ideal m of A the relation 
f(b 1, . . . . b,) E m implies bi E m for some i. Then ad is a principal ideal. 
Proof We may assume a c A. Clearly c : = f (al, . . . . a,) E ad so AC c ad. 
Therefore it is sufficient to show A,c = ad, for every maximal ideal m. Let 
a -= aA,, 
hqpothesis 
aEU(S-‘A) then CA,(a,/a)=A and (a,/a)EA,. By 
c/a” = f (al/a, . . . . a,/a) 4 mA,, so (cjamd) E UA, and therefore 
ad =cA Ill In* 
COROLLARY TO THE LEMMA. Zf A is an RRF-ring, Pit A is a Z/2-vector 
space. 
Proof We may assume that A is reduced. If A is noetherian, let S be 
the set of all nonzero divisors of A. Then Pit A is isomorphic to the ideal 
class group of A [Bo, II, Section 73. For every r take the form C;= i tf. In 
general A is the filtered union of noetherian subrings Ai. Set Si = U(A) n A, 
and replace Ai by the noetherian AI = S;‘A,. These are RRF-rings. 
Namely if there were a maximal ideal m in some Al with A:/m not formally 
real, we would have - 13 C b;(m) with certain bj in Ai, so 1+ C bj would 
be a nonunit in Al but a unit in A. 
Remark. In some sense this is better than [Is,, 3.11. Also for binary 
forms one can dismiss of the hypothesis of local factoriality in the quoted 
Satz, if one speaks of the Picard group rather than of the divisor class 
group. 
Proof of the proposition. We may assume that A c B is elementarily 
subintegral with conductor c. From the exact sequence 
UB$ U(A/c) + U( B/c) + Pit A + Pit B 
we see that Ker[Pic A -+ Pit B] is a factor group of U( B/c)/U(A/c) 3r’ B/A. 
The latter is a Q-vector space since A as an RRF-ring surely contains Q. 
On the other hand Pit A is a Z/Zvector space. So Ker[Pic A + Pit B] = 0. 
Remark. If X and Y are compact real algebraic subsets of some Iw” and 
A resp. B is the “ring of regular functions” on X resp. Y-i.e., the ring of 
quotients of polynomial functions, whose denominator has no zero on X 
resp. Y, surely an RRF-ring- and the inclusion A c B is induced by a 
morphism f: Y + X, then the subintegrality implies that f is a 
homeomorphism with respect to the “euclidean” topology. So by [SW,, 
Theorem 2.2(a)] and Proposition 7 we get P(A) N P(B). 
PROPOSITION 14. Let A c B be a subintegral extension of one-dimen- 
sional noetherian RRF-rings. Then SK, A + SK, B is an isomorphism. 
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We need 
LEMMA 15. LetAbearingandf=Ty+a,Ty-‘T,+...+a,Tybea 
form over A such that every maximal ideal m of A the relation f (6,) b2) E m 
implies 6, , 6, E m. Then [ :I”’ = 1 for every Mennicke symbol [f: J. Con- 
sequently mSK, A = 0 if A is noetherian of dimension 1 in addition. 
Proof 
[~~=[~]=[bm+a,bm~‘;+ ... +a,a”], 
But b”+ . . . + a,a” E UA according to the hypothesis and aA + bA = A. 
For the rest cf. [Kr, 9.2; EO; Ba]. (One may conjecture that mdSK, A = 0 if 
dim A = d and A fulfills the other hypotheses of the lemma.) 
Proof of Proposition 14. We may assume A c B to be an elementary 
subintegral extension of reduced rings with conductor c. We have the 
following commutative diagram with exact rows and an exact column in 
the middle 
K2 A - K,(A/c) - KI(A, c) -% K,A--I-, K,(A/c) 
I (1 I V I li I 
K, B - K,(B/c) e K,(B, c) - K,B- K,(B/c) 
I 
0 
(Here E is the Swan-Vorst map, cf. [Vo, Theorem 2.5; SW,, Theorem 4.6; 
GW].) Since UA --f UB is injective, we have Ker c = KerrSKi A + SK, B]. 
So Ker [ is a Z/Zvector space, and we have to show that Ker [ = 0. Now 
c/c2@Qo,,, is a B-module, hence a Q-vector space, because B is an RRF- 
ring. Further Im(6 0~) c Ker [. So Im(6oe), being as well a Z/2-vector 
space as a factor group of a Q-vector space, vanishes. This implies that the 
“correspondence” 60 y-i ofi becomes a homomorphism A, which makes 
the Mayer-Vietoris sequence K2 B@ K,(A/c) + K,(B/c) + A K, A + K, B@ 
K,(A/c) exact. On the one hand Im A c Ker c c SK, A, so Im A is a Z/2-vec- 
tor space. On the other hand Im A is a factor group of Coker a. The latter 
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is computed in [vdK] since B/c is the algebra of dual numbers over A/c; 
namely because $E Q c A/c we have coker a ?: G!CA,C),H. But this is an 
A/c-module, hence a Q-vector space. (In order to obtain this fact one may 
also apply the general knowledge on the structure of Ki of graded rings as 
described in [We,].) Thus ker[K, A +(c,q)K1 B@K,(A/c)] = im A = 0. 
Now the map K,(A/c) + K,(B/c) is injective, hence ker 5 = ker({, q). 
PROPOSITION 16. Let A c B be a subintegral ring extension such that the 
(additive) group B/A is finite. Then # ker[Pic A -+ Pit B] . # (UB/UA ) = 
#@/A). 
Proof Reduce to an elementary subintegral extension and apply the 
Milnor-Mayer-Vietoris sequence for U and Pit. 
The last result is not on ring extensions but on special surjections. 
Nevertheless the proof resembles that of proposition 7. 
PROPOSITION 17. Let F: {rings) + (sets} be a functor with the following 
properties: 
(a) # Fk = 1 for every field k; 
(b) the canonical maps FA-t FAred and F(Ax B)+ FAX FB are 
btjective; 
(c) F is halfexact. 
Let further A be a one-dimensional noetherian ring, a an ideal of A which is 
contained in some minimal prime ideal of A. Then FA + F(A/a) is surjective. 
Proof By (b) we may assume that A = Ared and a = A. Let pi, . . . . p, 
be the minimal prime ideals of A, numbered in such a way that 
a=p,n ... np,. Define b:= p,+In ... np,, thus anb= (0). We get a 
Cartesian square 
A- Alb 
I 1 
Ala - A/(a + b). 
Now A/(a + 6) is artinian. Therefore F(A/(a + b)) consists of only one 
element by (a) and (b). This implies by (c) the surjectivity of FA + F(A/a). 
EXAMPLES. F= Pit, NPic, SLJE,, SK,. The case F= SK, of 
Proposition 17 generalizes Lemma 11.1, (1) of [Kr]. 
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